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Abstract. A laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) system targeting for the in vivo analysis of tooth enamel is described. The system is planned to enable real-time analysis of teeth during laser dental treatment by utilizing a hollow optical fiber that transmits both Q-switched Nd:YAG laser light for LIBS and infrared Er:YAG laser light for tooth ablation. The sensitivity of caries detection was substantially improved by expanding the spectral region under analysis to ultraviolet (UV) light and by focusing on emission peaks of Zn in the UV region. Subsequently, early caries were distinguished from healthy teeth with accuracy rates above 80% in vitro.© The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.20.6.065002]
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1 Introduction

Visual observation and contact methods using a dental probe have been applied for diagnosing dental caries, although they sometimes lead to misdiagnosis and pain in patients. To improve diagnostic accuracy and to avoid causing pain, many noncontact methods based on the radiation of electromagnetic waves have been developed. Transversal microradiography uses a microfocus x-ray source and thus is difficult to apply to in vivo diagnosis. Digital imaging fiber-optic transillumination and other methods based on fluorescence observation, such as quantitative light-induced fluorescence and infrared-laser or visible light-induced fluorescence, have been well established. Moreover, some diagnostic systems based on them are commercially available.

Some groups have proposed to use diagnosis methods based on fluorescence observation, photoacoustic signals and infrared spectra for feedback controlling of laser ablation of dental tissues. Although a definitive method has not appeared yet, Chan et al. and Alexander and Frieß succeeded in selectively removing dental composite from teeth surfaces by using spectral feedback. They focused on the difference in concentration of calcium between dental composites and dental hard tissues.

However, these methods usually differentiate dental caries or dental composites from healthy dental tissues by comparing the data obtained from those two different parts. In contrast, caries detection methods based on laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) enable absolute and quantitative analysis of elements contained in teeth. This method for elemental analysis is based on the spectral analysis of plasma emissions generated by the irradiation of high-powered laser pulses. LIBS is different from other element analysis methods such as inductively coupled argon plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) and LIBS needs no pretreatment of samples. Thus, it can analyze very small amounts in real time. Many groups have applied LIBS methods to biomedical applications because they can be used in vivo and are less invasive for diagnosis in a variety of soft and hard tissues. In dental applications, many groups have proposed LIBS methods for caries detection that analyze element contents in teeth and some groups have shown results from in vivo studies. Enamel, which is the outermost layer of the tooth, is a biochemical composite whose components are made up of 96% inorganic materials [including minerals, hydroxyapatites (Ca_{10}(PO_4)_6(OH)_2), and a small amount of various metals], 3% water, and 1% organics such as protein and fat. In the decayed parts of teeth, the amounts of these components vary in accordance with the degree of caries progress. Therefore, by analyzing these elements, one can detect caries and execute an accurate diagnosis of the decaying stages. These methods usually detect relatively strong emission lines of elements such as Ca and P in hydroxyapatite and C, Mg, Cu, and Sr in visible wavelengths. However, the sensitivity and accuracy were insufficient for detecting early caries.

We built an optical-fiber–based LIBS system for in vivo and real-time analysis of tooth enamel during dental treatment using a dental Er:YAG laser system. Niemz showed that by using an Nd:YLF picosecond-pulse laser, ablation and analysis of dental hydroxyapatite could be simultaneously performed. In this paper, a more conventional Er:YAG laser is used for dental tissue ablation and a hollow optical fiber that transmits both a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser for LIBS and an infrared Er:YAG laser for tooth ablation is used for building the system that could be used for in vivo applications. We describe our expansion of the spectral region under analysis to ultraviolet (UV) light to improve the sensitivity of caries detection, and we show that early caries can be detected at high accuracy by analyzing the emission peaks of zinc (Zn) using UV light.

2 Experimental Setup

Figure shows the schematic of the experimental setup. A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with an operating wavelength of...
1064 nm, a pulse width of 7 to 8 ns, and a repetition rate of 10 pps was used as the light source for plasma generation. The laser light was coupled to a hollow optical fiber with an inner diameter of 700 μm by a convex lens with a focal length of 250 mm. By using a hollow optical fiber for delivery of the laser light to the sample surface, the system is capable of both diagnosis based on LIBS and caries removal because the hollow optical fibers deliver high-powered infrared laser light for tooth ablation as well.

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the distal end of a fiber optic probe. Plasma emissions induced by laser radiation were detected using a step-index, pure-silica-glass optical fiber with a core diameter of 400 μm and a numerical aperture of 0.22. The detected emissions were delivered to a fiber-coupled spectrometer (Ocean Optics HR2000+, slit width 10 mm, 1800 lines/mm) to measure the power spectra of emitted light from 200 to 340 nm wavelengths with a resolution of 0.14 nm. Experiments were performed at atmospheric pressure, and argon gas was injected onto the sample via the bore of a hollow optical fiber to enhance emitted plasma intensities of low concentration elements.

Extracted human teeth in different levels of decay were prepared as measurement samples. Visual inspection by a dentist and palpation by using a dental probe was performed and the samples were stored in saline. The samples were divided into three stages: early stages of decay called “E1”; stages called “E2,” where the decay and cavities stayed only in the tooth enamel; advanced stages called “D1” and “D2,” where the cavities reached into the dentin; and healthy teeth without any decay or cavities. More than 10 samples from each stage, including both incisors and molars, were prepared and the samples were washed with brushes and pure water before being tested.

### 3 Results and Discussion

Healthy teeth are known to usually contain Ca and P, which are the main components of hydroxyapatite at high concentrations. As tooth decay progresses, other inorganic elements such as Mg and Cu precipitate when crystals of hydroxyapatite are demineralized. Therefore, one can detect the development of dental caries as increases in the density of minor inorganic materials in LIBS spectra. However, in our preliminary tests, we found that the differences in the intensities of these elements showing strong emission peaks in visible and near-infrared wavelengths are too small between the decayed and healthy parts to detect early caries. Therefore, in this study, we focused on the UV region, where characteristic emission peaks of various minor components appear.

A measured LIBS spectrum of a healthy tooth in a wavelength region of 200 to 340 nm is shown in Fig. 3. This is an averaged spectrum of emissions taken using 50 laser shots, and the integration time of each of the emissions was 100 ms. The radiated pulse energy was 21 to 22 mJ. In the LIBS spectrum in Fig. 3, we found that—in addition to components of hydroxyapatite—minor inorganic components such as Mg were detected.

Figure 4 shows the LIBS spectra of a healthy tooth and a decayed tooth. The radiated pulse energy in the measurement of caries was set to 15 to 16 mJ. We found from the figure that, for a decayed tooth, the density of C was higher and that the density of Ca was lower than the respective density for each in a healthy tooth. Based on this result, we first tried to set an evaluation standard for the diagnosis of caries progress by using the peak intensities of C and Ca, especially showing relatively high peak intensities and large differences between caries and healthy teeth. We prepared five samples from each of the healthy teeth, early caries (E1 and E2), and dentin caries (D1 and D2). We performed 30 measurements for each sample and calculated the intensity ratios of C at 247.7 nm and Ca at 317.9 nm for quantitative evaluation as these were not affected by fluctuation in the emission intensities.

Figure 5 shows a scatter diagram of the measured results. From these results, we found that the dentin caries samples significantly differed from the other samples. However, the averaged value of the healthy teeth and the early caries was 0.0050 and 0.0059, respectively, and the difference was too small to distinguish.

On the basis of these results, we repeatedly performed similar experiments while changing the combination of focusing elements to choose the optimum target elements for detection of early caries. In the spectra shown in Fig. 6, we found that the peak height of Zn also increases in caries teeth. Compared with other inorganic materials, zinc is known to exist at high concentrations in the outer layer of enamel. Although various inorganic elements precipitate when hydroxyapatite is demineralized, a change in the concentration due to tooth decay is seen more clearly in zinc because early caries exist in enamel that is close to the surface. Therefore, we assumed that zinc was strongly detected in this early stage of dental decay.

Figure 7 shows a scatter diagram of measured intensity ratios between Zn at 202.5 nm and Ca at 317.9 nm. In this figure, the
average value of the intensity ratios was 0.0044 for the healthy teeth and 0.013 for the early caries. By setting a boundary at around 0.008, one can clearly distinguish between healthy teeth and early caries. The accuracy of the diagnosis based on this result was as high as 98.2% for the healthy teeth, 85.2% for the early caries, and 96.6% for the dentin caries. In additional experiments using more than five samples, the healthy parts and early caries were repeatedly tested. The results were that the diagnostic accuracy for early caries was higher than 80%.

Next, we evaluated the feasibility of real-time analysis of our method during laser treatment using an Er:YAG dental laser system. We utilized a dental laser system (J. Morita, Erwin AdvErl), and laser pulses with a wavelength of 2.94 μm and pulse energy of 100 mJ were radiated onto early caries by using a hollow optical fiber. Simultaneously, the aforementioned LIBS analysis was performed. The results are shown in Figure 8 as the measured intensity ratio Zn/Ca as a function of the number of radiated pulses of the Er:YAG laser. For all five samples that we tested, decreases in the intensity ratio were observed. Therefore, we demonstrated that our system can be used to inform a practitioner that the caries parts have been removed.

4 Discussion

The tooth samples used in the above experiments were visually inspected and palpated by dental probes. Since histological tests were not performed, there was a suspicion that the detected Zn component might not be from carious lesions but from stains or other substances such as tooth pastes and mouthwashes. In these experiments, the spot size of the laser beam radiated on the teeth surface was around 0.5 mm, which was usually larger than the stained part of caries lesions. To check that Zn emissions in the measured spectra did not originate only from stain, we took LIBS spectra of healthy teeth while ablating the surface by Er:YAG laser light. In this experiment, three healthy tooth samples were prepared and LIBS analyses were performed by radiating pulse energies of 20 to 21 mJ of Nd:YAG laser light. A totally of four LIBS analyses were performed for each samples while ablating the samples’ surfaces with Er:YAG laser light with a pulse energy of 100 mJ.
Figure 9 shows the change of the measured intensity ratio Zn/Ca in the depth direction. Since there were variations in the ablated depth per radiated pulse, the horizontal values range in depth. From this result, it is found that Zn exists at relatively high concentrations in the enamel layer that is close to the surface and that the Zn concentration is less at the very surface of the enamel where stain and other substances are present in higher concentration. This result shows that the Zn component detected in the experiments is originated not only from stains, although those stains also contain Zn in some concentrations. Although we showed that Zn emissions in the LIBS spectra of teeth are sensitively effected by early caries, there may be some questions on safety aspects when utilizing this method for a feedback system controlling a therapeutic laser. First, it is still not clear why Zn preferentially locates in caries lesions. To make this clear, a more thorough investigation including histological inspection should be performed and, by combining Zn emissions with those of other components, such as Mg, that have been well established in LIBS-based diagnosis of caries, the diagnosis certainty should be largely improved.

Second, it is known that the Zn correlates well with remineralization of enamel and that Zn in saliva can reduce enamel demineralization and modify remineralization. Therefore, Zn is sometimes added to fluoride toothpastes. This is supported by the fact that elevated Zn levels are present at the neonatal line for informing a practitioner that the caries parts have been removed. The certainty of the diagnoses is expected to be improved by combining this method based on emission of Zn with that of the other elements such as Mg and Sr. This may also help avoid misdiagnoses that induce the removal of newly formed dental hard tissues.
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